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    Your Cookie Settings
× Ladders4sale and other companies we work with use cookies to improve your experience, for analytics and to deliver relevant advertising on this and other websites. We use cookies and similar technologies to give you a personalised shopping experience, personalised advertising, better functionality and to analyse our web traffic. Click ‘Accept All’ if you’d like to allow all cookies. Alternatively, you can choose which types of cookies you’d like to accept or disable by clicking ‘Let me choose’ below. For more information, please see our Cookie & Privacy Policy

			Let me choose Accept All
Manage consent

  
	
		  
			
			Close
		  
		  
			
	
		
			
				Cookie Privacy Overview
				
					Ladders4sale uses cookies on this website. Cookies are small text files that are stored on your computer or other device by websites that you visit. This page explains the cookies we use and what we use them for and lets you turn them on or off. (Some cookies are necessary in order for our website to work properly.)



Our website uses cookies in order to make the website easier to use, to support the provision of information and functionality to you, as well as to provide us with information about how the website is used so that we can make sure it is as up to date, relevant and error free as we can. We also use cookies to try to ensure that our online adverts reflect the interests of web users. Further information about the types of cookies that are used on our website is set out box below.



As well as the options provided below, you can choose to restrict or block cookies through your browser settings at any time. For more information about how to do this, and about cookies in general, you can visit www.allaboutcookies.org and www.youronlinechoices.eu. However, please be aware that restricting or blocking cookies set on our website may impact the functionality or performance of the website, or prevent you from using certain services provided through the website



Please note that third parties (including, for example, advertising networks and providers of external services like website analysis services) may also use cookies, over which we have no control, although we may receive services from these third parties (including, for example, for targeted advertising purposes and website analytics). These cookies are likely to be performance cookies or targeting cookies (as described below). Please note that, if you change your cookie preferences via our website, this may require the deletion of cookies. However, we cannot delete third-party cookies. The only way to ensure all cookies are removed from your computer is to use the cookie management tool within your browser.

				

							

		

		
												
						
							
								Necessary							
															
									
									Necessary
								

								Always Enabled
													

						
							
								
									Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. These cookies ensure basic functionalities and security features of the website, anonymously.

Examples of how we use these cookies include:

Remembering which products you have placed in your shopping basket.
Remembering that you are logged in to our website.
Remembering information you have entered into forms on our website (so that you don’t have to re-enter this information if you use your browser’s “back” and “forward” buttons to navigate through a form).

	Cookie	Duration	Description
	__cf_bm	30 minutes	This cookie, set by Cloudflare, is used to support Cloudflare Bot Management.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-advertisement	1 year	Set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin, this cookie records the user consent for the cookies in the "Advertisement" category.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-analytics	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Analytics".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-functional	11 months	The cookie is set by GDPR cookie consent to record the user consent for the cookies in the category "Functional".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-necessary	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookies is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Necessary".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-others	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Other.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-performance	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Performance".
	CookieLawInfoConsent	1 year	CookieYes sets this cookie to record the default button state of the corresponding category and the status of CCPA. It works only in coordination with the primary cookie.
	enforce_policy	1 year	PayPal sets this cookie for secure transactions.
	ts	1 year 1 month 4 days	PayPal sets this cookie to enable secure transactions through PayPal.
	ts_c	1 year 1 month 4 days	PayPal sets this cookie to make safe payments through PayPal.
	viewed_cookie_policy	11 months	The cookie is set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin and is used to store whether or not user has consented to the use of cookies. It does not store any personal data.

								

							

						

					

																	
						
							
								Functional							
															
									
									Functional
								

													

						
							
								
									Functional cookies Functional cookies allow our website to remember choices you make, such as your user name, log in details or language preferences, and any customisations you make to pages on our website during your visit.
Examples of how we use these cookies include:
Providing individual services, such as watching a video or commenting.
Sharing information with our partners to provide a service on our website. The information shared is only to be used to provide the service, product or function you requested, and not for any other purpose.
Remembering if we’ve already asked you if you want to fill in a survey.
Remembering your location.
Remembering your preferred language.

	Cookie	Duration	Description
	LANG	9 hours	Linkedin set this cookie to set user's preferred language.
	nsid	session	PayPal sets this cookie to enable the PayPal payment service on the website.
	tsrce	3 days	PayPal sets this cookie to enable the PayPal payment service on the website.
	x-pp-s	session	PayPal sets this cookie to process payments on the site.

								

							

						

					

																	
						
							
								Performance							
															
									
									Performance
								

													

						
							
								
									Performance cookies are used to understand and analyze the key performance indexes of the website which helps in delivering a better user experience for the visitors.

These cookies help us understand how people use our website. They collect information such as which pages on our website visitors go to most often, which features they use. We use this information to improve our website and provide a better user experience. Examples of how we use these cookies include: Helping us improve our website by measuring any errors that occur. Seeing how effective adverts on our website are and trying to ensure they are as relevant as possible. Providing feedback to our affiliates, and third parties we have allowed to link to our website, regarding users accessing their sites. This information may be used by those third parties to improve their sites or services. Testing the website’s design and operability.

	Cookie	Duration	Description
	__utma	1 year 1 month 4 days	Google Analytics sets this cookie to distinguish users and sessions. The cookie is created when the JavaScript library executes and there are no existing __utma cookies. The cookie is updated every time data is sent to Google Analytics.
	__utmb	30 minutes	Google Analytics sets this cookie to determine new sessions/visits. __utmb cookie is created when the JavaScript library executes and there are no existing __utma cookies. It is updated every time data is sent to Google Analytics.
	__utmc	session	Google Analytics sets this cookie to enable interoperability with urchin.js, an older version of Google Analytics and is used in conjunction with the __utmb cookie to determine new sessions/visits. It is deleted when the user closes the browser.
	__utmt	10 minutes	Google Analytics sets this cookie to inhibit the request rate.
	__utmz	6 months	Google Analytics sets this cookie to store the traffic source or campaign by which the visitor reached the site.
	_uetsid	1 day	Bing Ads sets this cookie to engage with a user that has previously visited the website.
	_uetvid	1 year 24 days	Bing Ads sets this cookie to engage with a user that has previously visited the website.
	l7_az	30 minutes	This cookie is necessary for the PayPal login function on the website.
	SRM_B	1 year 24 days	Used by Microsoft Advertising as a unique ID for visitors.

								

							

						

					

																	
						
							
								Analytics							
															
									
									Analytics
								

													

						
							
								
									Analytical cookies are used to understand how visitors interact with the website. These cookies help provide information on metrics the number of visitors, bounce rate, traffic source, etc.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	_clck	1 year	Microsoft Clarity sets this cookie to retain the browser's Clarity User ID and settings exclusive to that website. This guarantees that actions taken during subsequent visits to the same website will be linked to the same user ID.
	_clsk	1 day	Microsoft Clarity sets this cookie to store and consolidate a user's pageviews into a single session recording.
	_ga	1 year 1 month 4 days	Google Analytics sets this cookie to calculate visitor, session and campaign data and track site usage for the site's analytics report. The cookie stores information anonymously and assigns a randomly generated number to recognise unique visitors.
	_ga_*	1 year 1 month 4 days	Google Analytics sets this cookie to store and count page views.
	_gat_gtag_UA_*	1 minute	Google Analytics sets this cookie to store a unique user ID.
	_gid	1 day	Google Analytics sets this cookie to store information on how visitors use a website while also creating an analytics report of the website's performance. Some of the collected data includes the number of visitors, their source, and the pages they visit anonymously.
	CLID	1 year	Microsoft Clarity set this cookie to store information about how visitors interact with the website. The cookie helps to provide an analysis report. The data collection includes the number of visitors, where they visit the website, and the pages visited.
	CONSENT	2 years	YouTube sets this cookie via embedded YouTube videos and registers anonymous statistical data.
	MR	7 days	This cookie, set by Bing, is used to collect user information for analytics purposes.
	SM	session	Microsoft Clarity cookie set this cookie for synchronizing the MUID across Microsoft domains.

								

							

						

					

																	
						
							
								Advertisement							
															
									
									Advertisement
								

													

						
							
								
									Advertisement cookies are used to provide visitors with relevant ads and marketing campaigns. These cookies track visitors across websites and collect information to provide customized ads. These are cookies that we use to remember which pages you’ve viewed (including which adverts you’ve been shown) on our website, and to show you adverts that we think might be of interest to you, based on your browsing history on our website. We also use these cookies to limit the number of times you’re shown a particular advert, and to follow up with you if you partially complete an order for products or registration on our website.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	ANONCHK	10 minutes	The ANONCHK cookie, set by Bing, is used to store a user's session ID and verify ads' clicks on the Bing search engine. The cookie helps in reporting and personalization as well.
	MUID	1 year 24 days	Bing sets this cookie to recognise unique web browsers visiting Microsoft sites. This cookie is used for advertising, site analytics, and other operations.
	VISITOR_INFO1_LIVE	5 months 27 days	YouTube sets this cookie to measure bandwidth, determining whether the user gets the new or old player interface.
	YSC	session	Youtube sets this cookie to track the views of embedded videos on Youtube pages.
	yt-remote-connected-devices	never	YouTube sets this cookie to store the user's video preferences using embedded YouTube videos.
	yt-remote-device-id	never	YouTube sets this cookie to store the user's video preferences using embedded YouTube videos.
	yt.innertube::nextId	never	YouTube sets this cookie to register a unique ID to store data on what videos from YouTube the user has seen.
	yt.innertube::requests	never	YouTube sets this cookie to register a unique ID to store data on what videos from YouTube the user has seen.



These cookies are used by other companies we work with to deliver you relevant advertising on our website and on other websites. They are sometimes called “third party cookies” because they are set by other companies when you browse our website, rather than by us.

These companies use cookies to build a profile of you, based on your browsing on our website, their own websites and other websites that they work with, and which adverts you’ve seen and clicked on our website and on other websites. They may also combine this with other information they collect about you from other sources. They use these profiles to show you relevant adverts, both on our website and on other websites.

These companies may track your browsing across multiple devices, and combine your browsing on multiple devices into a single profile that is used to deliver relevant adverts to you on all of those devices. They may use a number of different methods to work out whether multiple devices appear to be used by you, including matching information about your devices, browsing activity and geo-location.

Different web browsers may use different methods for managing cookies. Please follow the instructions below, from the web browser manufacturers directly, to configure your browser settings*.

Microsoft Internet Explorer (IE)
Google Chrome
Safari
Firefox
*These links are to third party sites, over which we have no control – no liability can be claimed if they are inaccurate.								

							

						

					

																	
						
							
								Others							
															
									
									Others
								

													

						
							
								
									Other uncategorized cookies are those that are being analyzed and have not been classified into a category as yet.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-ladders4sale-marketing-and-advertising-cookies	1 year	Description is currently not available.
	VISITOR_PRIVACY_METADATA	5 months 27 days	Description is currently not available.
	woocommerce_recently_viewed	session	WooCommerce sets this cookie to store performed actions on the website.
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